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STATE OF NEVADA ) 

COUNTY OF CLARK ) 
SS: HENDERSON 

DATE: /0'7-7ot 

TIME: 0t3S-M 

Social Security Number 

Home Address__ 

Business Address 

Phone ft’s: (H) 

__, date of Mr ^ 

Occupation1: 
_, Email Address 

i«nmay^ W"«*r«'<w»rtiwM^iBiiOwrtaUw; 

*zi.c*> iTt»/y <? 

Officer 
nature 

HPD 0155 7 City ^Henijereon, NV ^ rv 

Information collected per NRS179A.075, 
Revised; <Wf(V2012 



specific crime: Shooting with Injury 

DATE OCCURRED: 10/01/17 

location of occurrence; 3950. S. Las Vegas Bivd. Las Vegas, NV 89109 
□ city OF LAS VEGAS M CLARK COUNTY 

TIME OCCURRED; 2008 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT; 

race; Asian 

HEIGHT: ST 

hair: Brown 

WORN SCHEDULE: WA 

. HOME ADDRESS 

SOCIAL SECURITY 

weight: 

days off: 

; . HOMS, PHONE 

175, 

Brown 
N/A 

BEST PUCE TO GQ/fTACT; ' 

1 BEST TIME TO CONTACT; ' 

The following is the.transcription Of a tape-recorded interview conducted by Detective JT Rhoden, P# 2958, LVMPD Fort 

VVoirth Pofice Department on 10/03/17 ^t l422 hours. 

Pet; Rhocten: :^Tv wtjh If Worth, Potid^ 
Departinent It’s the third day of Obtober 2017, it's approximately 2:22 prri. i am 
with Detective John W, Galloway, !D#3298 and we are it's 
■■■jn, correct? 

Det. Rhoden: 
you're* is 

end Tm speaking wit 

Det. Rhoden: Okay, 5p;' l^nd your last narne* 



Statement Of; 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171001-3519 

Det Rhoden: BBHlAiright And this is your address where you’re living right now. And you 
attend®® right now, correct? 

Det, Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

How far along are ya? 

I’m a junior 

Junior? 

Yeah. 

Good deal. Okay. And the telephone number that we spoke oh is a good number 
for you, but give it to me again, please. 

:,-;DeLRhodefe SI Okay.*B before I, I turned the recprd!ng;:on, I kind of explained to you a 

everything that happened leading up to involving and then after your attendance 
at the concert. ■ 

Det, Rhoden: Okay. So I know that a lot of people and I assume yourself, you were one of 

Del Rhoden; So you wound up coming back here to actually get treated. 

Det,,Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

Ypah. 

Explain to me how you wound up in Las Vegas in the first place. Did you go there 
specifically for the concert? 

For the concert. 

For the concert? 

WeVe gone like every year for the past 3 years. 

So we went. I meet my mom there from California and so then we always meet 
there. 
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Statement Of: 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#; 171001*0519 

Pet, Rhoden: Okay, Okay, And I gues 

Del Rhoden; 

went with you? 

Mhm. 

Did anybody else go with you? 

Pet. Rhoden; 

Del Rhoden: 

Okay. AndWPis uh, uh, the Officers at TCU had a idea wh 
they weren’t, is last nameMMP? 

Yeah, ■ 

is that correct? 

Mhm. 

was, but 

Pet Rhoden: Okay, So they had kinda figured out who1 as. Urn, so did you actually go, 

come? 

Pd. Rhoden: 

Del Rhoden: 

You went straight to Las Vegas? 

1 met my mom in Las Vegas. 

Okay, So did you drive d fly? \ 

Flew. 

Del Rhoden: Okay. So you flew fro: to McCarran or did you go out of- 

Det, Rhoden: 

Del Rhoden: 

TO McCarran. Yeah. 

pd, Rhoden: To McCarran? Okay, Where did you stay at while you were there? 

Uh. the MOM. 

At the MOM? 

Signature, yeah. 

Det. Rhoden; The MGM Signature? 
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Statement Of: L 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171001-3519 

Mhm. 

Det Rhoden: Alright. And so uh} Sunday was the day of the concert? 

Dei Rhoden: And so I’m assuming you just walked since you wars at the MGM? 

Wall, it was ail 3 days. So Friday, Saturday, Sunday. 

Del Rhoden; Oh, was it a 3 day? I'm sorry. I've never been soTdon't 

Det. Rhoden: 

Del Rhdderi: 

Det Rhoden; 

Det; Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Yeah. 

Know. Okay. 

Urn, so we flew in urn, Thursday night. * flew in and she flew In like a few hours 
after me, , 

mean 

t Yeah. 

. Okay. 

Uh huh. And then so we, my mom and I andJHip we went to the concert 
Friday and Saturday and then Sunday. \ 

Irhki'11' * , I., ^.'JC ft, I Det, Rhoden: Okay- Alright So you got to see most of it 

Okay, Alright So Sunday when you, weil/let me back up a little bit. The other two 
days of the concert, was there anything unusual? Anything that struck your, you 
know- 

Nuhuh. 

Det. Rhoden: Attention or anything like that? 

Det, Rhoden: 

No, Nuh uh. 

Okay, Um, no unusual police activity or uh, no people running around acting 
crazier than they would- 

Mhm. No. 

At a concert I guess? 
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VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Statement Of: Event#: 171001-3519 

Oet. Rhoden: 

Del Rhoden; 

Del Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

"■'''■Ddt/^Rhdddh:-'-' 

Det Rhoden: 

Dei Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

Qet. Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Nuh uh. 

So nothing that really- 

Okay. Drew your attention? Out of the ordinary? 

Urn, so Sunday, you’re in the concert- 

Now i, I, Vve just seen obviously like everyone else has, pictures on TV, hut I 
actually have a daughter that lives out there in las Vegas- 

I know that there’s that big field and it’s kinda across from- 

Luxor. 

■The:Luxdrartd::l^.ah;daiay':and',jt,S::adf;^ the strip there. That big kinda- 

Dirt area- 

There and so 1 know how ils laid out a little -bit- 

Rut um, where was the stage located at? Was it tike up towards the strip or was 

So like- 

Towards the airport or? 
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Statement Ofr 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171,001-3519 

Del Rhoden: 

Dei; Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

bet Rhoden: 

Towards the hm, I would say towards the airport- I’m hot like positive. I don’t 
know like the geography, hut um. ii’s like the stage is facing perpendicular to Las 
Vegas Bivd. So like if you're fadng- 

The stage and you look to the right you see Mandalay Bay and um, the Luxor, 

Det. Rhoden: Okay, Okay, 

To the side, Yeah. 

That makes perfect sense to me. Okay. So the stage is perpendicular to the Las 
Vegas Bivd, 

Andi 

Mandalay Bay and such is that; 

Det Rhoden: So where are you at when everything starts to kinda happen? 

v; ...-So T" 
. back during the Concert;.... .. . .. " . 

Det. Rhoden: Okay, $o you were pretty close. 

Det, Rhoden: 

Detf Rhoden: 

Okay. ' 

And so she, we had been there for the previous set and during the break and 
weTe standing there. And like I don’tknow how many songs into Jason Aldean it 
was that like, the person who was singing when it happened, but she turns to me 
and she’s like, 1, l need to go to the bathroom.’1 And l was like, “Really?11 Like, 
“Right In the middle of a Concert you’re gonna make us walk to the bathroom?” 
Like, “Come on. Can’t you wait?” And she’s like, ’"No, I can’t wait,” And so wo turn 
and we start walking like so back to the stage and then to the right So away 

The strip? 

Away from the strip. 
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VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171001-3510 

Det Rhoden: Away from Lea Vegas 6lvd? 

Yeah, 

Det. Rhoden: So kind of you’re walking away from the stage and to your right which is- 

SHHH' Yeah, 

Det Rhoden: Moving you away from, kinda towards the airport and away from the boulevard? 

The, yes: Yes,, 

Det Rhoden: Okay* 

And so we’re and then we randomly pass my mom. And we're like, ’‘Oh, hey,” 
And I was like, HOh,WI has to go to the bathroom.” Like so annoying. And 
then literally 5 steps after we pass her, like we hear the gunshots start. And i 
literally just grabbed MM and we just ran and like right there towards the right 
sid&themfcy whom ithe fethr^bms:Wdre,;theft;^ 
ran out of there arid as we were running like r felt som foot and I y/as: - 
like, MMH My foot! My foot! I can’t run.” And then she was like, ”1 know. My 
leg, Like just keep running.” And so we ran out that exit and like I don't even 
know how far. Like we were just in a crowd going wherever we could and like We 
couldn't like know which way the gunfire was coming from or like if they were in 
the concert or like if we were running towards them. And so we just like ran 
perpendicular to the Las Vegas Blvd. Like just away. Like down past like a Motel 
6. We were in the Motel 6 for a little bit and then ran across the stredt and then 
made pur way .like back to MGM; Like through the parking garage between like 
the cement wall and cars. Like running through there; 

Det Rhoden: Okay, 

And then like int0 the, but at that point like MGM had been like nobody in, nobody 
out ■ 

Det. Rhoden: Mhm. 

■■^M But like I think the way we went in like through the parking garage, we had to go 
underground and then come back in so like we got in. And then just ran back to 
our hotel room. 

Pet; Rhoden: Okay. So and you gave rhe a lot of information right there and 1 just wanna walk 
back through it real slow and make sure I- 

Det Rhoden: Kinds understand.; 



Statement Of: 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event #; 171001-3519 

Det Rhoden; Is that what they were? 

HHHMHV Mhm. 

Det. Rhoden: Were the backs of the porta-potties facing the boulevard? 

Pet Rhoden: And the dOOrs were facing inside the, the area? 

■■I Yeah, but it's like 2 rows* So like the doors of the porta-potties face each other, 
but like this row, the backs face the boulevard* 

Det. Rhoden: Okay, Well, now. Well* now hold on. let me back up just a second. That's why I 
asked this question. When you say you turned, you were watching the concert. 
Emma says she’s gotta go to the bathroom. You turn your back to the stage and 
you're walking- 

Mhm, 
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Statement Of; 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171001-3518 

Pet, Rhoden: And you said that when you were walking away from the stage- 

Del, Rhoden: That you were kinda going to your right a little hit that was taking you away from 
the boulevard, 

Pet; Rhoden: 

DOt. Rhoden: 

Away from Las Vegas Blvd, 

Right. 

Yeah. ■ , 

So the, so the, but so the bathrooms were on the opposite side- 

Yeah. 

pet Rhoden: 

pet Rhoden: 

Pei Rhoden: 

Dei Rhoden: 

Pet Rhoden: 

Pet. Rhoden: 

Del Rhoden: 

It went out behind the- 

A different, I’m, a different boulevard I guess is what I'm saying. 

Okay. A different street? . 

Yeah, 

T -w mr* ■ . ■ ,. ,■ . -• , ■ ■ 

Okay, That" 

Yeah, yeah. 

I just wanted to make sure I had- 

My head wrapped around it- 

So I could understand. So you went out to the street that was behind the venue 
basically? 

Yeah. 

Pet. Rhoden: The other side of the venue from Las- 
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Statement Of; 

voluntary statement 
(Continuation) 

Evantfc 171001-3519 

Del Rhoden: 

The las Vegas strip. 

The main boulevard. 

Del Rhoden: 

Yeah,' . 

Okay* Um, so as soon as the gunfire starts, ypu don't know where it’s coming 
from- 

Det Rhoden: You just hear gunfire? 

Del Rhoden: 

DPI Rhoden; 

like shooting. 

Okay. 

bet, Rhoden; 

well,} 

Yeah: 

Del Rhoden: Shot a gun? Anything like that? 

Mhm, i 

Okay. So you kinda know what a, hoW loud a gun is and things- 

Yeah. 

Del Rhoden: Of that nature* So it sounded pretty loud? You thought it was pretty close by? 

Yeah, I mean- 

Del Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden; 

Del Rhoden; 

Okay. 

like my dad's retired from the Sheriffs Department and so like we like when, 
‘cause a lot of people thought like it was um, tike fireworks or like part of the 
show- 

Or something, but i feel like, like literally when I've heard it* like IVe heard an 
automatic rifle go off, 

Mhm. 
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Statement Of: 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
{Continuation} 

Event#: 171001-3519 

Del Rhoden: 

And like, like I literally jdst grabbed1 and like we just started running. 

Okay, And then I, you just commented that it sounded like an automatic rifle? 

Dot, Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Del Rhoden; 

Det, Rhoden: 

So it was real rapid fire? 

Rapid, 

Rapid succession?: 

Yeah, 

Just a guess, How long do 
going off until the last one? 

I mean, like- 

Right, 

Right 

Det Rhoden: 

I mean, right 

But was- 

We had- 

Det: Rhoden: Was he still shooting when you made it back to the MOM? Were you- 

Det, Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Not to the MOM, 

But he was still shooting like we Had gone two blocks away from the strip and 
then one block towards MGMI So like that amount of time, 1 mean, I would guess 
like 1 have no idea. 

Well, no, no. 

In that moment- 
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Statement Of: 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171001-3519 

Det Rhoden: 

Pet: Rhoden: 

Pet, Rhoden; 

Okay, Well; i‘m sorry, i didn't mean to put you on the spot therei 

It's just theyyay you described it is good for me* 

It, the, that yog said you mad© it about two blocks away and that's moving with a 
big crowd of peopte- 

So you're not running full speed flat out 

You're having to fight your way through the crowd. 

Det; Rhoden 

Pet Rhoden; 

So you got two blocks* 

And that's like us getting through fences 'cause that whole venue was like 

Sure . . 

■: ■ bashing 

that Motel there 'cause it was like where it's like a two-story motel, but it's 
outside. You know? bike it's npt a closed hotel where you go in through a door, 
Like* 

Det, Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

Mhm, 

The doors are outside and so everyone's running through there to try to like 
make sure they're covered and so it's like stopped in there- And then like getting 
across the street too, cars are just like everyone's honking* Everyone’s Just trying 
to get away* So if 1 had to guess though, l would say like between 5 and 1b 
minutes, 

Until the gunfire stopped. 

So and I’m not even gonna ask you how many shots you think might’ve been 
fired- 



Statement Of; 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#; 171001-3519 

Pet Rhoden: 'Cause you said that it was pretty fast Was it like1 

Pet, Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Del Rhoden: 

really fast. 

Boom, boom, doom, boom, boom for the most part? i , 

Yeah, for the, and constantly, 

tike the whole time we were running like that t if there were breaks like it was 
maybe a few seconds. 

tike it was, if was never tike, like a period of time where like there was a break 

Pet. Rhoden: 

pet. Rhoden: 

My mom was with her fiancO. 

Det, Rhoden; Okay. BoyoO an 
Vegas Blvd- 

Yeah. 

make it two blocks away from* going away from tas 

Pet Rhoden: From the vehue. 

Mhm. 

pet Rhoden: Arid then you kinda turn back and head towards the MOM, 

Pet. Rhoden; You said you stayed in a Motel 6 for a few minutes? Was- 

Yeah. 
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Statement Of; 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#; 171001-3519 

Dot, Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden; 

Det Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden; 

Was it like- 

That everyone Kinda stopped real quick and was like, "What’s going on?" 

Like looked around and made spre this was like real life; 

Okay, And then you made your way back to the MGM. You were able to get into 
the parking garage. 

And then go in and back up to your room. 

We went up, we went, we saw the parking garage and went up and floor and 
then like from there ran towards the hotel and then like the way MGM’s set up 
like we had to go through the MGM Hotei- 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

To get to like the Signature like- 

Condos? 

Okay. Now you'd, the Way you d^cribed it earlier/you were running and yop felt 
the pain in your foot. 

Now was that before you actually got out of the main venue? 

Yeah. 

Det Rhoden: Okay. So you were still inside where the actual concert was taking place? 

Det Rhoden: When you, you felt the pain? 

Yeah, like 1 could see the porta-potty that I was like running towards like when I 
felt something hit my foot. 

Det, Rhoden: Okay, And at what point did you actually stop and check and inspect your foot? 



Statement Of; 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

event#: 171001-3519 

Det. Rhoden; Okay. So* 

Until we got back to the hotel room. 

Det. Rhoden: Okay, And that's perfectly normally. Alright. Urn, so when you got back to the 
hotel ropmt rt*s you and 

Mhm. 

in, in yodr room? 

Det. Rhoden; Okay. Urn, what wbs the first thing that you did once you got back to the room? 

Well, we got back and my rhom and her fiance were there so were there, ‘cause 
they were behind us. 

Dei Rhoden; 

And so like we, 1,1 couldn’t get ahold of them while we were running and so like 
first we saw them and we were like, KOh my gosh. Like what happened?" And 
then they.had brought back another girl who like gpt separated from her group. 

Det. Rhoden: 

hotelroom and then I took off my boot and like I, at that point 1 was like so much 
adrenaline. 1 was like, "Oh my gosh." And so I took off my book and like my 
whole sock was tike soaked in blood and. so then we just sat down and like my 
mom’s fiance like gave us ice and water and like we ail just like sat there and 
cried. Like- ■ ■ ' 

Okay, Did anyone in 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Okay. Urn, what, let’s talk about your boot for a second. Did you see a hole in it 
when you first started looking- 

Mhm, 

Det Rhoden; Where was the hole at in your boot? Was it in the top? Was it in the side? 

In the sole. 

Det, Rhoden: in the sole? 

Mhm. 

Det Rhoden; Okay, So did it go all the way through? 
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Statement Of: 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171QQV3519 

Uh, like- 

_Th^ .boof? Old it-come owt-We top 

Was it just in the bottom? 

Just in the bottom. 

Okay. So it was just in the bottom. 

Uh huh. 

Okay. Urn, what did you do with that boot? Do you still have it or is- 

||jl 
Det; Rhoden: ; Okay.: Urn, now I 

Mhm, 

Det Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Dot. Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det; Rhoden; 

But could you see what kind of injury, what, describe the injury on your foot for 

Urn, it's like the bottom of my toe is like a gash like* ; : , 

That big, yeah. And it's like- 

Okay. Is it your big toe? 

Okay, 

And so its like, It was like split open and then like ‘cause when I took oft my sock, 
all my toes were bloody, but it, and then I like rinsed it off and it was just that, 
And it was just like that toe had split open. 

Okay, i know in speaking with the Detectives in Las Vegas, 

That you, they talked about this little piece of uh- 

Mhm, 
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Statement Of: 

voluntary statement 
(Continuation) 

■Event#; 171001-3519 

Det Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden; 

Det. Rhoden; 

Shrapnel, basically, that you had found Was that actually removed from your 
foot of was it something that you found in your boot or in your sock? 

in my boot. Like, like in my boot under my $-*, like between my sock and my boot. 

Okay. So it was, so they didn't actually, that’s not something that they actually 
removed out of your body? 

That's something that you found in your boot? 

Okay. So you’re there in the mom, take a breath, realize 1 haye to check on my 

' Mhm. 

Because I have this pain. You pUliyO'ur boot off: You see an the blood. 

At what point did you find that little piece of metal? 

Um, 1 didn't. Just like t just sat on the couch and then my mom’s hence, 
grabbed my boot and he like was looking at it and looking at the hole in the 

And then founds 

Found the little piece. 

The piece? Okay. 

Okay. Um, so now we're back to the room. Okay. And you’ve gpt mom and 
andMMftand this other person that we don’t know- 

Det. Rhoden; 

Pet Rhoden; 

Yeah. 

That you just, somebody that /all helped out, 

Yeah. ' 

Um, did that girl stay with y'ail for very long or did? 



Statement 0f: 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
{Continuation) 

Ev«nt#; 171001^510 

Det Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det' Rhoden: 

She stayed with us the whole night 

And her like grandpa drove out, drove out from California like overnight and 
picked her up. 

That morning. 

So nowweklnda move into Monday morning. 

Okay; ®° are still there. What day did you pome hack? Was it yesterday or 
today or? 

Yesterday, So she; was supposed to leave 

Oh, wow. Okay. 

To get hack to class Monday and so were like thank God she didn’t leave ‘cause 
1 would’ve been by myself, but and then I was supposed to leave at 8 am that 
Monday morning. And then so that night like hours later, we're still sitting there 
and like my mom went and changed our flights and so we flew back, we flew 
hack together yesterday at $. So we landed here at like 8 and then 'went .straight 
to the hospital on our way home. 

Okay. Um, so what did you do from the time that you got back to the room to the 
time that you left to go to the airport? Did /all go anywhere else? 

Det. Rhoden: Talk to anybody? 

Det. Rhoden: Anything like that? 

Det Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Okay. 

Like didn’t even leave our room to get ice.: Like we were orilockdown. 

Okay, i understand. 



Statement Of: 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171001-3319 

Dei Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Mm, so you 00 to the airport. You get on the piano. You come back here and you 
went straight to the hospital 

Which hospital did you go to? 

Uh, Texas Harr-, Health Harris Methodist I think. 

Det, Rhoden: Which one? Did you go to the One downtown or the one on Brian Ervin or? 

Det; Rhoden: 

Um, it's like right next to Cook Children’s. 

Okay, So, so close to downtown Fort Worth? 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Okay, So that-s Texa^ Health Resources Harris is what that'S'cat 

Okay: Okay. 

Um, and I can’t l can’t think of the address. 

Det Galloway: I cannot either Pennsylvania Street though, 

bet. Galloway: Yeah* 

Det, Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

1301 Pennsylvania is the address. As much time as we spend there, you would 
think we would know that; Alright So you go to the hospital Um, what did they 
have to do to treat your foot? Did they have to put any stitches in it or? 

No. He looked at (t end he said it was already infected so he couldn’t close it 
Um, so he stuck these two horrible needles in it to numb it and then he just like 
started digging around- 

Scraping it out? 

Mhm. 

And then after he did that they tike irrigated and wrapped it and then 1 went in for 
an x-ray to see, make sure there was ho more metal in it. 



Statement Of: 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event #: 171001-3519 

Dot Rhoden; Mhm. 

Dot* Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden; 

Det Rhoden; 

And then after that there wasn’t and then um, they gave me a tetanus shot. 

Okay. And then uh, I guess after that you came back home. 

I'm certain uh, now aside from obviously your mom, I'm sure you've talked to 
your mom a dozen times* 

Since you got home. 

Yeah. 

Det. Rhoden; 

Det Rhoden: 

Del Rhoden: 

With my dad 

With your dad? 

Yeah. , 

Okay.Um, anybody else? 

1,1 don’t, ho. Like Just that I'm^^ : 

Det. Rhoden: No, and I'm not* fm not talking about you know, oh my goodness i was there. 

Right Yeah. 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

You know, I mean just- 

dust like i was, Tw¬ 

in, in, in depth about what happened or- 

Det Rhoden: Injuries that you incur or anything like that! 

Det. Rhoden: Okay. Um. 

Except the Fort Worth Detect- or the las Vegas- 
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Statement Of; 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171001-3518 

Det Rhoden; 

Det Rhoden: 

Del Rhoden: 

Dei Rhoden: 

Det; Rhoden: 

What is her name? 

^pand her last nam I, I don't know how to spell it. 

Yeah, o 

No, it 

i can grab my phone and- 

Det. Rhoden: 

Okay. 

Dei Rhoden: ’ But, hut I would like to get that because that- 

oet. Rhodeh: 

Det Rhoden: 

Pet, Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Mhm. 

Involved, Um, end i assume she's atilt there? 

Yeah, Yeah. 

In Las Vegas, Okay. Uh, what about this girl that stayed with y'ail? Do you know 
what her name was? 

i do, She messaged me on Facebook today, but Urn, she's from California and 

Mhm. 

And so like her friends were there ahd she was like i*m just gonna go back to the, 
she was staying at Mandalay Bay. 

Det, Rhoden: 
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Statement Of: 

Dei Rhoden; 

Get Galloway: 

Pet, Rhoden: 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
(Continuation) 

Event#: 171001-3519 

And so she’s like I'm just gonna walk home. Like I’m, I just need to like go to bed 
and so like everyone was running out and like she like didn’t have it together at 
that point so like my mom and Justin just grabbed her and were like, “Just run." 

Okay. And I would like to get her information from you as well 

Yeah, Yeah, . 

Before we’re done. Urn, okay. Uh, Detective Galloway, have I forgotten anything? 
Missed anything? 

Alright, What I would like to do at this point is let’s, let’s talk about a medical 
release," 

vpetKRhdddhT 

Dei Rhoden: 

Dei Rhoden: 

Okay. Now what this form does is-obviously your medical: records are yours and. 

pertaining to the injuries that you received, the treatment that you received- 

til^ 
Uh, for this specific incident. It’s not all encompassing. 

Now there’s; I, I don’t know the report number for- 

Det. Rhoden: 

I have it if you- 

Well, fll, I'm, Pm not that worried about it. 

Pet Rhoden: 

Get, Rhoden: 

Okay. ■ , 

I wU! let them worry about that but Tm gonna put your name on this, okay? 

Okay. i 

Tm sorry. 
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Det. Rhoden; 

Det Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

put that, no, $kay< So just legal purposes. This has all your information, Above 
information may be released to, okay, Um, I'm going to leave this part blank. 

Because I don’t know which Detective is gonna actually request the information 
in Las Vegas. 

Okay. 

Uke we said* there's a lot of'em out there that are cfoing it 

Um, but what I’m going to do, is l am going to out here on the side, I'm gonna put 
las Vegas Metro PD, Just that way nobody else can fill anything in on that 
Okay. So basically what this is, I'm gonna read it to ya. 

Det Rhoden: It's got your name,1 

Mhm. It's okay. 

1 apologize- 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

Det. Rhoden: 

Det, Rhoden: 

About that earlier. The date ofservjce was October 2nd, 2017, That was . 
yesterday. YOur date of birtw|^B Your social security number 
Itsayshtheu^^... 
the release of or request access to th Specified beldwfrom the 
medical records of the above named patient Patient information is needed for 
legal purposes and the information to be released it’s everything* 

its gonna be your consultation, x-rays, anything that they are gonna need to 
show the injuries that you received. 

Okay, The above information may be released to specify name of title, like 1 said, 
I don't know who exactly is gonna request it, but I put- 

Las Vegas Metro PD out here. Um, this says 1 understand that my records are 
confidential and cannot be disclosed without my written authorization except 
when otherwise permitted by law. Information used or disclosed pursuant to this 
authorization may be subject to re-di$c!osure by the recipient no longer 
protected. Now that being said, they’re not gonna release this information. We're 
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not allowed to: The only time that this would be released is in a court proceeding 
of some sort, 

Det. Rhoden: Something like that happens, alright? Urn* I understand that the specified 
information to be released may include, but is not limited to history; diagnoses, 
and/or treatment of drug or alcohol abuse, mental illness or communicable 
disease, that's because this Is the same form that we use for everything, 

Det. Rhodeh: instead of haying one for every individual situation, we’ve got one- 

Det: Rhoden: 

Yeah. 

Del Rhoden: For aH of them. Including human immunodeficiency virus and acquired immune 
deficiency syndrome. I understand that treatment or payment cannot be 

testing results for pre-employment purposes. 1 understand that 1 may revoke this 
authorization in writing at any time except to the extent that action has been 
taken in reliance upon the authorization. I understand that Ifnay be charged a 
retrieval processing fee for the copies, if there is a fee, we pay it, you don't. 

Okay. ■. . , 

Det: Rhoden: Okay. Qf my medical recO 
typically they don’t charge us anything because it Is for a legal process. 

Det. Rhoden: So they don’t, but if you were to request it they might charge you the copy fee for 
it This authorization will expire 180 days from the date of my signature unless I 
revoke the authorization prior to that time or unless otherwise specified by date, 
event, or condition as follows. That’s the standard release form that we have to 
use throughout the state. 

Okay. 1 

Det, Rhoden: Alright And j-m gonna put today’s date oh here now and if you will sign and print- 

BHm' 
Det Rhoden: Your name on there and be careful, tike l said, that’s a little flexible so It’s hard to 

write on. 

Det Rhoden: 

Det Rhoden: 

So ((inaudible))- 
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Get, Rhoden: Your signature goes on the top line- 

Qkay, 

Dei Rhoden: 

Dot* Rhoden: 

wanna do is I'm going to urn, with your permission, take a photograph of- 

Mhm. 

Where you have been injured. 

Dot Galloway: And also, do you have the boot here? 

Um, I have it in my oar, 

Dei Galloway: Okay, 

I pan, yeah.; 

Det Rhoden: 
they’re gonna want it for any reason^ 

Okay. 

Dei Rhoden: 

Dei Rhoden: 

Put Td like to have a picture- 

Dei Rhoden: To show it to them. Um, now what I’m gonna do, you, you're fine. 

HHHB Okay; 

Dei Rhoden: Just stand back/ ! don’t want you getting up and moving around more than you 
have to, okay? 

Dei Rhoden: I’m gonna take a, a picture of your foot and then Km gonna take just an overall 
picture, 

pet Rhoden: Alright? 

Sounds good. 

Det Rhoden: Actually I'm gonna get an Overall picture of you first 

Det, Rhoden: 
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Okay. 

That way there'll be a face with the, the foot. Alright, And then I'm gonna just get, 
then We'll have to, since your foot's wrapped MP doesn't need to be anything 
specific. 

Okay. So what did they say about you have to go back and get it checked or 
what? 

Um, no. They, they gave me antibiotics so just said take those and if anything 
gets worse then come in, but other than that* 

Okay. So they’re not gonna have to go in and sew anything up or do* 

Anything like that? ,'v 

Nuh uh. 

Okay. Now this, oh. So this is your sock? 

Okay. So this is the bloody sock and then this little piece of the nrietal here is the* 

You can take that if it’s easier. 

Alright. No, I don't, there would be much better photographs taken either way 
with a much better camera. This is just for my purpose of trying to help. Alright, 

think that> ail that I really need to do with you. 

Okay. . 

At this point in tifim Urn, the question that I have for you right now is, is, is there 
anything that we haven't talked about? Any information? Maybe a question that l 
just tifdriT ask right Or I forgot to ask that you think might be important? 

i don’t think so. I think- 

Yeah, That's ail we like saw or heard, you know, Uke we heard stories of people 
at the airport who like, like I can't im-, even imagine the things they saw. 

Oht sure, 
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Weil, urn, I will ask you one other thing that I think of as we speak. Uh, did you 
see anyone else as you were running or anything that wa-T was injured or 
anything tike that? 

Nuh uh. 

Because like we were already walking to that bathroom and so close to the exit 
that like- 

Right You were close to getting out when if first started. 

We were lucky that like we didn’t have to see that 

-Okay. ■ 

cah’t Imagine what we would’ve seen if We didn’t go to the : '• 
bathroom. 

And were in the middle of that. 

Sure. Well, alright. Well, I’m sure that you, you have imy telephone numbers* both 
of‘em- - y Tv:'''"'; 

At this point and you also have the numbers for the, the Las Vegas Metro PD, 

So if you think of anything eise, sometimes I’m ((inaudible)) 3 or 4 days later 
something will pop- 

Into your mind if it does, call us. 

And just let us know. Okay? 

Okay. 
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Det Rhoden: Alright I'm gonna go ahead and stop the recording. 

■■ Okay. 
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SPECIFIC CRIME; ACTIVE SHOOTER / MURDER, 

DATE OCCURRED: 10-01-17 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE; 

TIME OCCURRED: 22Q8 HOURS 

MANDALAY BAY RESORT AND CASINO 
3_3.§Q--$,-LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD 
LAS VEGAS. NV 89119 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS CLARK COUNTY 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

DOB: 

RACE: 

HEIGHT: 

WORK ADDRESS: 

SOCIAL SECURITY #: 

SEX: Male 

WEIGHT: 

EYES; 

PHONE 2: 

The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
PETeCTiVE R. RAFFERTY (RR), P# S919V on 10-03-17 at 1826 hours. 

RR: Operator, this is Detective R, Rafferty, that’s R-A-F-F-E-R-T-Y, P# 8919, dictating a 

victim's statement under Event 171001-3519, Tm currently at Sunrise Hospital, The 

date is October 3,2017, The time is 1826 hours. I’m currently with victirm 

first name, gp^^jast name^m^Iate of b’rth^^p Ah, his Phone 

number Ail right^BBtel1 me what Happened the other night, 

BB; Well, we were at the concert and, uh, we Were hanging but back by the bar off center 

stage there; Uh, we were having some drinks ahd having a good time and dancing 

and, uh, we were there for I'd say two hours, uh, maybe three. And theh, uh, all of a 

sudden just put of the blue, it sounded like what everybody was screaming was 
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fireworks except that there were people actually dropping on the ground. And* urn, at 

that point, I mean, people were screaming and they were using, you know, words 

other than fireworks, At that point, ppople were saying, “Gun fire* And, urn, and 

then there was - there was a brief moment where the firing sounded like it stopped. 

And at that point, I proceeded to try to run all the way to the front of the stage and 

find my wife who happened to be up there dancing, And, um, on my way up there, I 

got shot in the leg and so then I hit the ground and tried to find cover'cause it Was all 

I could really do, 

8B: Uh, once I hit the ground, I - there's another guy on the ground next to me there. I 

got his name at the time. 1 couldn’t tell you now after two days here. 

RR: Urn-urn, . 

BB: But, urn,"he was hit too, and I said, "Are you hit?” And he said, “Yeah, fm hit/' And I 

said, “Are you going to - are you ^ can you move?’’ And he says, “Yeah, I can move." 

So he was just laying there. And then l proceeded to crawl hack towards the r where 

ail the lights were. There was a Sack of lights back. And there was a pylon and I 

knew a guy back there named Jason, And so I went back with him Arid, uh, there 

was another girl that was laying next to us back there who was also hit. And, um, 

Jason was still there and so he said, ’Must stay down, man." And, uh, then my Wife 

called me back told me that she was okay. They had been hiding under something 
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and, urn, I told her I Was fine and to go back to the hotel room. And then, urn, once f 

was off the phone with her, I proceeded to try to find a car of a way to the hospital. 

RR: Arid then, urn, from there, did you come straight here or did you go to somewhere 

else and come back? 

BS: No, we came straight here/ 

RR: Okay. 

BB: Um, this pedestrian, um, laid a tourniquet on the ground right there with her belt: And 

then, somebody with their free car said, “Yeah/ we will take you. Get in,” So we 

hopped in and rode ail the way here. 

RR: In your mind, what - whet's the rough duration from the tim£ you start hearing 

fireworks to maybe when it stopped or when you're out of, you know, earshot? 

BB: it felt - it:felt like a long tirne 

RR: Sure. 

BB: ..J’m guessing maybe - maybe a couple minutes, 

RR; Okay. 

BB: I don’t really know: I also had a lot. 

RR; Sure, sure. 

BB: I had a lot to drink,., 

RR; Of course. 
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BB: We were all there having a good time, $p. 

RR: Lfh, it there anything else that you think is important maybe that I forgot to ask? 

Something else that you would like to add? Maybe what direction was this coming 

from? Like were you able to like pinpoint or maybe in general vicinity? 

BB: It seemed to me as though it was coming, so I was in center stage, you know, kind of 

back a couple, ft seethed to me that everybody that I saw getting pegged, it was 

coming at a downward angle from, I guess, what Would be across which was the 

Mandalay Bay Where we had been saying, you know. Urn, but that's, and i‘m pretty 

v ; : sure>at that moment, i Was running this Way and it entered my - my:a.nkie downward 

and that's it Got me. 

RR: Got it. Good. Operator, this is the end of the interview, Same parties are present. 

The time now is 1830 hours, 

' THIS ' VDiSUllft^ ' COMPLETED AT SUNRISE HOSPITAL & 
MEDICAL CENTER, 3186 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY, {LAS VEGAS, NV 89109. 

RR: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 

Reviewed 10/30/2017 
Detective B. Kenton P# 8884 
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SPECIFIC CRIME: 

CATE OCCURRED: 10-01-17 TIME OCCURRED; 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS CLARK COUNTY 

RR: All right Ub, 
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Um, we were at the concert, the Route 91 Harvest Festival and we endep up, um, 

we're pretty close to the stage. And at some point, we - we both agreed that, you 

Know, it’s just getting too crowded up here. You know a couple of drunks up there 

and it was like, you know, let's - let's just go back: go to the bathroom, you know, 

grab something to eat or, you know whatever we wanted to do. So as.we walked 

back and we went to the rest room and, uh, dason Aldpan had come on and it was 

during the third song of his set that, um, it sounded like firecrackers. And it was - it 

was strange 'pause it was * there was no smOKe and that’s Kind of what 1 was looking 

for. Um,. and there was$wg: ^bpts^:tyVp^ four, Ido believe and then right after that, the ; 

hail of gunshots, it just, it startedi Um, we started - we started to exit, we started 

running back. And, um, unfortunately, I got disconnected from my wife. Um, we 

went over by the Budweiser tent, by the Budweiser booth right there, She slipped 

underneath and I was making my way over and kind of jumping the little cinder block 

walls, figured that would be a pretty save place. And, uh, that’s when I was hit. I 

immediately went dowm Um; that’s apparently wheri i lost my phone, /tad then i 

was able to walk myself kind of under my own power for about 50 yards. And that 

was it. And, um^ there was a guy who * who came and put his arm underneath me 

and he said, "Come on, we are getting out of here, bet’s go;1’ It’s like, wow, okay, 

great. Um, so we started, we started - we started moving out and he said, “What’s 

your wives phone number? HI give her a call,” So he was able to get a hold of *abie 

to get a hold of her. And then from there, it just, it was more people running. Um, 

Kind of mass hysteria of the masses, craziness. Um, and then after that we had, they 
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put me down behind the Go Army semitrailers. The 63 footers or 48s or whatever 

they are over there. And there was two EMTs present that came over, wrapped my 

leg in gauze and tried to get me out of there. Doing the best they could. And there 

was a lot of yelling and screaming, you know, let’s go, let’s go, let's get out of here. 

G8: And then the gunshots started, 

RB: And then the gunshots started again. And it was just this, you Know, between the 

first hail to the ne^t hail, it was probably 30 seconds. And, uh, it just went and it was, 

um, it was frightening. You know and we ended up, um, going into'the Tropicana; 

and storage. And once we got in there, same thing, one guy, I should -1 wish I 

caught his name. He said, um, "We’ll go in this room.” They were able to get a 

locked door open and so we went in there. And, um, just sat down and tried to put 

i-preseure-pn my knee.it t really- bi^e^ihg a if tti tirriav1; A ^ ; 

you know, he came in again and he was busting out light bulbs, just in case, you 

know, there was on active shooter... 

RR: Mm-hm. 

RB; ...that’s cbming around. So kind Of hid behind a - a: secondary door; um, that was 

back there. And, uh, stayed there until you went out. You called 911, finally was 

able to reach someone, it was hotel security^ 

EVENT#: 171001-3519 
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RB; So she was able to go out; reach hotel security and then, um, you know, they said 

someone is coming for you, someone is coming for you. We’ll get you out of here, 

RR: Mnvhm, 

RB; And, urn, they, a couple big guys came and picked me up and took me away. Uni, it 

was, you know we could just hear the - the shots. It sounded much closer the 

second time, Um, and then, you know, after that we got upstairs and they were able 

to place me in a chair with Wheels, 

RR; Mm-hm... ; . _ . \ :v .. ■ 

RB: And kind of dragging me around the Tropicana like that At one point, they actually 

carried me up three flights of stairs. So and then, um, after that, you know, we able 

to finally get, you know, attention. And we were outside, right? 

RB: Thetriage. 

CB; Where triage was and we just kept getting directed to different exits at the Tropicana 

so we just kept making our way back and forth through Tropicana and finally some 

guy came actually frgm the outside and came up the stairs and he said l just tpok 

someone to the ambulances, they’re out here, let’s go, And they carried him down 

the stairs and pushed him oyer down the street to where the ambulances were, 

RR: And then where did you - what happened - did you come here first or did you gb 

another? 
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CB: No. 

RB: No. We went to Sp... 

CB: Spring? 

RB: Spring Valley? 

RR: Okay. 

RB: Small little old... 

RR: Uh-huh, Little guy? 

RR: And then over here? 

CB: Yeah. ; ' 

RB; And then they were... ,;:v ,i 

CB: They were just overflowing. So tfie EMIs said anyone who is stable, you know, 

we’re going to take, over here. 

RB: So, basically the walking wounded. 

RR: All right. 

CB: They called him the walking wounded! 

RR: Essentially, yeah. Urn, okay, so real quick. You said you got hit in the knee. Above 

be lower actually in the knee is similar? 
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RR: Okay, Um, and then question about the time line. So you hear the shots start, um, 

and then it lolls. It sounds like there’s a pause, uh, and that’s kind of seems like 

when everybody starts running. Yeah? 

CB: Yeah. 

RR: We have this reaiiaation:r; 

RB: Yeah, 

RR: ...that something’s happening. How long between the first one and the second one, 

again between if there’s a second and a third? Like is there noticeable gaps in your 

memoryw^ 

CB: Okay, so we were talking about there earlier, time is so weird. 

RR; Uh, well yeah. 

CB: When you’re in that situation like, 

RR: l understand, yeah. 

CB; But there was definitely, like there was that first few shots and it was a handful. I 

don’t know how many. 
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But it was just a handful Enough for you do: think, was that really gunshots? 

RR: Sum, 

CB: Or not? And then, you know we are kind of looking around and everyone around us 

was kind of doing the same thing, 

RR:1 Sum. 

CB: And then, urn, people started screaming, It's gunshots, get out,” and then, you know, 

we heard that next round and then that kind of like went on and off. It didn't feel like 

;, there,was much of a gap in.there,. „ i „ ;1 .::., ....:i,,., 

RR: 'Okay, ■ . 

CB: And then, till we were out on the street: And then when we ran over to the parking lot 

where the big semis were... 

CB: ...and we were fitting back there. It s like it had been quiet for, felt tike 30 seconds, a 

minute, a minute and a half, ‘Cause we were starting to breathe a little bit, we’re like, 

okay and then it started. We heard it start again and, urn, if sounded like it was really 

close at that point. So no one was sum like, is it - is it really getting closer to us or is 

it just that, you know, we’re in this open area now, so it sounds different: And, um, 

someone in the parking lot just started yelling, “Everyone, get out of the parking lot. 

Get out, get out, you know. Get in - get into the building, get moving.” And so that’s 
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when those guys picked him up and, um, we started heading towards the Tropicana 

and we went in there. 

RR: Could you ted what area where the rounds were coming from? Like 1 get that the 

sound is projecting over a large area, was there any kind of direction in your mind, 

you know, maybe oyer in this direction or maybe in several directions, is there any 

kind of thought in your mind, you know, tike where they were coming from? 

RB: it was pretty clear that it was coming from the Mandalay* 

RR: Straight from Mandalay? 

CB: Weii’I don't know about that but in that direction, like very much 'cause we turned bur 

attention that way. 

RR: Right 

CB: And we started like easing oyer in that area. v ;■ 

RR: Got it. 

CB: We were facing the stage and it was clearly, you know, We were looking Over this 

RR: Got it. Um, and then, I think that answered my question. You went to Spring Valley 

first and then since you were stable, they brought you here, QkayJ Um;„ 

RB; Answered (unintelligible) already. 

RR: Was there anyone else that you were with that was also wounded kind of at the same 

time you were? Was there people you remember or people that went with you at all? 
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RB: I went down pretty quick. 

RR: Uh-huh. 

RB: And once I was, once i was down, there was a woman who physically fell on top of 

RR: Okay, 

RB; You know, at this point, Vm feeling trampled. 

RR: Sure. 

RR: Mm-hm. She just fell maybe? 

RB; But you know, she, you know and I kind of screamed, I said, you know, Tve - I've 

been shot; 

RR: Right 

RB; You know, get rrie out, get off me, get off me. 

RR: Right, right, right 

RB: Urn, and so that was- that was With her. 

RR: Okay. Uh, anything else that sticks out in your mind? Any critical details or anything 

that maybe I forgot to ask or that you'd like to contribute to that? 
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RB: Uh, just you Know, your guy's bity Is amazing. 1 mean you guy’s response and 

everything that 1 guy's did for the humanity and for everyone at the concert. You 

know 1 really, truly appreciate it, you know. 

RR: Sorry this happened to you here. 

RB: Yeah, it was no. It wasn't ever really significant, you know? 

RB; I can't say anything else either it all happened so fast, it's... 

RR: How about start to finish from the time, this shooting started to it ended maybe, 

completely ending, do; you know? Uh, you know I m assuming you're in the. 

Tropicana by then. 

RB: Yeah, we are in theTropa... 

CB: Yeah, ‘cause we were already in the Tropicana and we could still hear it, 

■’rk; ■' 

CB: Outside. 

RR: Mm-hm; 

CB; I couldn't even guess a timeline. 

RR: It's okay. 

QB: And it felt like an hour. But I’m sure it was. „ 

RB: It was seconds. 
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RR; Ail right, Got it. All right, Operator, this te the end of the interview* Same parties are 

present. Time now is 12:07 pm on the 3rd day of October. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED HENDERSON HOSPITAL, 1060 W* 
GALLERIA DRIVE, HENDERSON, NV 89011. 

RR: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017*032 

Reviewed 10/30/2017 
Detective B. Kenton P# 8884 
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EVENT#; 171001-3519 

SPECIFIC CRIME; ACTIVE SHOOTER / MURDER 

DATE OCCURRED: 10-01-17 TIME OCCURRED: 2208 HOURS 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: MANDALAY 8AY.BE5.QRI AND. .CASINO 
3950 S. LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89119 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS CLARK COUNTY 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

DOR: 

RACE: 

HEIGHT; 

, ;-.1-iHAii|!Rl,S 

HOME ADDRESS: 

WORK ADDRESS: 

SOCIAL SECURITY #; 

SEX: Female 

WEIGHT: 

PHONE 2: 

The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE J, MC LEM ORE (JM), P# 13914, on .J 0-03-1.7 at 180.9 hours. Also 

JM; This i$t uh, Detective Jacob McLemore, P# 13914, and Detective David Koop. We 

are at Desert Springs Hospital under Event# 171001-3519. it is October 3, 2017 at 

1809 hours. We’re going to be Hey how are you doin'? 

CB: Hi how are you? 

JM: Good. I’m Detective McLemore. This is my partner Detective Koop. 
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CB: Sure, 

JM: Um, we just wanna ask you a couple of, uh, basic questions.. Um T urn,,. 

OK; That's Star Wars related there. (Unintelligible). 

JM: That’s the life. 

?: crosstalk yesterday. 

JM: That’s the life. That’s my wife. When you come home I don’t know, Um,„ 

OK: What was your name ma’am? 

DK: Wh&t robm is this 

JM: What’s your, uh, date of birth? 

JM: And what’s your, uh, address? 

CB: 

JM: 

CB: 

JM: 

Is that where you get mail to? 

Um, what> your, uh, phone number to get a hold of you? 

JM: You can slow down. You don’t have to talk to us fast or anything.,; 
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CB: Weil if... 

JM; ...unless it's easier for you. 

CB: . Jf l don't it gets - it gets hard: 

JM: Okay, 

DK: Sorry. 

JM; Sorry. Is there any other phone numbers? 

CB: No. 

•JM: 

CB: Uh, I have a, urn, a gunshot wound to - to the - where the ventricle is. And, urn, uh, 

had some fluid around my lungs. 

?:. Bruising around her... ,, 

CB: Yeah. 

?: On her torso on her side. 

JM: Were you there too? 

?: I was not there, no. 

JM: Okay. Um, what did you see? 

CB: Um, the only thing that I saw was - well I heard spme crackling, like fireworks, um, to 

my right side. And then it just stopped and then ail of a sudden l turned back towards 

the stage and I Kinda jerked and was like, oh man I got hit. 'Cause I thbught it was 
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fireworks. And then, um, 1 kind of zoned out for a minute. And then just more 

gunshots was goin1 off after that 

JM: Where were you? 

CB: Urn, l.. 

JM: Like if you were facing the stage? 

C8: There was - So if you're facing the stagey they have the walkway they come through. 

Then there's a metal fence - well and then there’s a tent, 1 was in that comer of the 

x..;;.,:-tent^-: .. AvvK.' - '."7, ^; 

JM: ''Okay, 

CB: Where the tent was. 

JM: Was there anything else that you saw? 

CB: No just a bunch of people runnihVum, just a - just a bunch of shots Urn, everybody 

just tryin’ to get away, 

JM: Did you see where those shots were coming from? 

CB: No tout they-1 - they sounded like they were cornin' from Mandalay Bay. 

CB: In that direction. 

JM: Where did you go? 
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CB; Um, we got - oh well I got stuck, um, when I got shot my mpm told me to br* get 

down. And then there was a, break and then 1 tried to get out and then I got tumbled 

over and then trampled on. And then we, uh, my brother got me up and we went 

around the corner and hid. And then there was another break and then we got aH the 

way to, um, the parking lot. And there was the people that was helping/ And they, 

JM: If you need to, uh, take care of her - we can stop or. 

?: Just real quick -1, um, texted him about the Tylenol so when he responds I’ll let you 

OB: Okay. Thank you. 

?:. . Mnvhm. 

CB: Um, when I got to the car with the other people - they laid me down and just started 

to put pressure - and then they took me to the hospital 

JM: Do you know what kind of car it was? 

CB: Uh, no. Um, it looked like it was a truck but I don’t know for sure. 

DK: The entry wound was on your shoulder? 

CB: Yeah. There’s no exit wound. 

JM: And, uh, the truck took you here? 
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JM: Um; where *■ did your family come with you or did they patch up to you later? 

OB; Um} my brother was in the car v^ith me. They took me and him- 

JM: Okay. 

CB: Or they brought me and him. 

DK: But he wasn’t injured? 

CB; Uh, he was injured, He got shot in the foot, Um, he had an entry and an exit wound. 

Um, they let him go yesterday, Um, he broke hie foot - or the bul~ bullet broke his 

JM: is there anyone that was with your group that’s unaccounted for? 

JM: ■ Okay. ■ ; 

CB: it was me and my mom and my brother. 

DK: What’s your brother’s name? 

DK: And what’s his date of birth? 

CB; Um, uh„, 

?: Two.., 
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JM: And he was here too? 

CB: He was here in the ER and then they let him go. 

JM: At the same.,. 

CB: Yes. 

JM; Okay. Where is he now? 

CB: He’s at home. 

JM: Okay, 

?; She was there too... 

((Crosstalk)) y'; 

JM: Atthe same address tha-where you live? 

CB: Yes. 

JM; Okay. Uni, has anyone else talked to you? 

CB: No, 

JM: No - just us? 

CB: Uh, there was some people that came in for, urn, they took pictures. 

JM: Mm-hm 
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CB: But that was it 

JM: Who? 

CB: Urn, Metro. 

JM; Oh it was the Metro? They had, like, a (yietro badge and all that? 

CB: Yeah. 

JM; Okay. 

DK: LVMPD (unintelligible). 

CB: Not that l3m aware of. 

JM: Okay. Do you have any questions, Detective Koop? How you doin'? 

?: I’m good, how are you? 

JM: Good. 

DK: Yeah that's everything. 

JM: Okay: WeH we wish you aa full recovery, t -1 appreciate your time in - in talkin’ to 

C8: Okay. Thanks. 

JM: Okay. Thanks. That is the end of the interview; Uh, itis,uh, fSlShours. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED Xt DESERT SPRINGS HOSPITAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, #07S E* FLAMINGO ROAD, LAS VEGAS, NV 8$m 
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Reviewed 10/31/2017 
Detective B. Kenton P# 0804 
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SPECIFIC CRIME: ACTIVE SdQQIERyMUROER . 

DATE OCCURRED: 10-01*17 TIME OCCURRED; 22QB HOURS 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: MANDALAY BAY RESORT AND CASINO 
3950 a. IAS VEGAS BOULEVARD. , 
LA&.YEGA SJ^aSlia 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS CLARK COUNTY 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT; 

DOB; 

. RACE: 

HEIGHT: 

HAIR: 

WORK ADDRESS: 

SOCIAL SECURITY#; 

SEX: 

WEIGHT: 

■V ;:T^; 

PHONE 2: 

' MffMIIPnP^MMVVnRPVMIVVniVfVHIIIVPSfVPB4pvpipilPiniP^TnPVPIIIPIiVVHRTIVPHVPRHIfVIIRIHnPHIN|PMPHIPIIiPTVPMTIRPnTnMPH|iHP^ V 

The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
^ -p#V4:ft©0.i. 7;1;,.a* '>. ■: 

LP: Uh, this is investigator Lisa Pope doing an interview at UMC and we are with, uh, 

also present is Detective Zivulovic. The time is 1705 on October 3rd. Uh, we’re 

interviewing! 

CB: 

LP: He goes b 

OB: 
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sorry, you' h*s date of birth li 

contact number for him which is to - to his wife) 

$p, um, if you could just take us to, uh, the night and tell u$ what happened. 

G8: Um, it was about probably 4 songs into Jason Aldean's set sounded like somebody 

set of firecrackers in the crowd and that's actually, kind of, what i think everybody 

thought it was. And then it stopped and started again. Right after it started again I 

was, like, that's gunfire, that's not - so I looked over and a lady had been hit pretty 

Close to me so I ran over There’s some younger kids on the ground; I tried to cover 

lady that just got shot right back here and they jumped up and took off and so, so, 

urn, there was a trash can that was kind of nearby so I went to go get behind it 1 felt 

I got hit in the back of the leg and I looked down and there was blood everywhere. 

When I got hit, I actually fell down and there was. a guy that he’s, like; eveiybody just 

calm down, it’s just the fireworks and I’m, like, no, look at my leg. He‘s like, oh, crap, 

and he took pff so there’s the ^ one of the buildings there's VIP buildings there, the 

overlook building thing, and it was, like, the safest place I cpuld get tp so I made it 

over there and made it up to the stairs. A pouple guys came to me and were like, you 

all right, and I’m, like, no, I've been hit and the next thing I know I’m in the back of a 

pickup truck on the way here, so^ But Yeah, it was going on a lot longer than that 

because I'm sure I was one of the first Ones out of there because it seemed pretty 

quick, but, urn. 

LF; Were you with your - your wife? 
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CB: No, they were actually in another part of the venue* Actually, it ended up, they were 

probably abdut a hundred yards from me but I didn’t Know it She was saying that 

She could actually see the muzzle flashes at Mandalay Bay. Because 1 thought it 

was just the venue at first 

OB; And they it just Kept on going and going and going. 

LP: So when you first heard what you thought Was firecrackers, like, can you remember 

how many shots went off? 
'rrr"r'" :v:"i 'j*Ji-11r'■^■r/|iy|lL'j.n;'/1];^ '■{ J,-.■.‘■i ’ ]Cfi-;:>lji.J|--'J|L|i;!] ^ri'->L Li':|J|Ir-^-j||'-n r '^r, ’"'vAi1!™ri\ l'[''ti-jr'r'|J'TT1'^ h"0| 7/1'[■l'l1l ['V ,.J[i'^;i ■ 

CB: I would say at least 30, at least 30. 1'■'v ' 

LP: And then there was a pause? 

CB: Yeah, There was about a 30-second pause. 

LP: And that" s why you-ali were just looking around... 

CB: Uh-huh. 

LP: ...at each other... 

CB: Yeah. 

LP: ...trying to figure out what was that? 

CB: Believe it --1 mean, because Jason Aldeah kind of looked over and then started to 

sing again, and it Started up agaim And that's when I took off. 



LP; And so you said that you went from the actual venue-, 

CB: Mm-hm. 

LP; And you went -* which way - do you remember, like, which: direction, Or like, what 

you ran towards when you ran away? 
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CB: Um, it would’ve been, let’s see, north, probably northwest, yeah, 'cause that buildings 

kind of in the middle on the northwest side* 

LP; And what part of the venue were you at when - when you heard that? Like, were you 

on the main strip? 

PB: Yeah, it was towards Las Vegas Boulevard on the right-hand side of the stage. 

LP; And so two guys just put you in their truck and came right here? 

CB: He - he had a bunch of other people. 

CB: Yeah: ■ ■ . 

LP; Okay* So you didn't - you didn't see anybody or like you said yog couldn't tell which 

direction it was coming from or anything like that? 

Huh-uh. 

LP: So from the initial time,*, 

CB: i mean, it had to have been - would had to have been southwest that it was coming 

from because actually when I got hit, I was going northeast. 

LP: So the first shots go off, and then there's a pause and then the shots happen again 

and that’s when you got hit, correct? 

CB; Urn, I han't remember -1 dOn’ think it was that go Ground, I think it was the next one* 



CB: Yeah, 
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IP: You were still trying to get out pf there? 

CB; The second go around is when I covered up those Kids, 

LP: Okay, Okay; All right We’re gonna end this interview and it’S 1713 hours. Same 

people present 

1800 W. CHARLESTON BOULEVARD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89102. 

LP: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
:■' "V'-,".-/■ ;,;■ 

Reviewed 10/31/2007 
Detective B. Kenton P# 8884 
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{my boyfriend) and! 

111017 - 170 
were standing to the right of the center walkway stage 

?se 
my right side end e little bit behind me as we danced andsang along to the music having a great tfme. I 
heard what sounded like the confetti poppers we had seen end heard go off ddrinaMM^fc 
performance Just prior Hooked around to my right; but there were no confetti 1 heard it 
again pop, and then again pop pop this time my heart sunk as I saw a man in his late 30's tomkMO'sfall 
tp the ground people all around him speculated he had passed out drunk but 1 knew when I looked 
down and saw his face with his eyes wide Open lifeless that he was dead. I immediately grabbedflBn 
and pulled him down to crouch next to me t remember saying babe he was shot those are gun shots! 
^M^didn't believe me and stood back up, I remained crouched knowing in my heart what had 
happened then It began the Sound of massive spraying of bullets as I covered my head and dropped to 
the ground screaming tctflM # he was ok If sounded to me as if there were helicopters directly above 
U$ shooting down at us. At that moment f thought this Is a terrorist attack they are shooting at us from 

< up above4NHP>end 1 stayed crouched down and another man when) I never sawbutknowit was a 
stranger was shielding me with hi$ body he was laying over me. the first round had stoppedflNVVeiled 
babe we need to runt 1 yelled at him to get back down he panicked but he did and thank god because 
almost immediately the second rouhd of spraying bullets began we stayed down and i just prayed to god 
P^sand 1 wouldn't get hit at that moment the women directly behind us was hit in the back by a bullet 
aH4coutd see was curly blondlsh brown hair and the group of people who wprebebind us ^ 

we need to run now Hi this time* listened he Jumped over people and made Ws way towards the center 
median t couldn't t couldn't just walk on people so i started grabbing all the women In front of me 
blocktngmy way to the fence and pulling them to their feet run I yelledmyboyfriertd end t helped 4 or 5 
women oyer the fence then he helped me over and followed behind me. we immediately crouched 
down behind the fence as I looked for the nOKt closest place to hide. I can't remember If there were 
shots being fired at this time but it was the sound stage 10 feet in front of us I saw and people hiding 
under the stage and enough room for us so l pointed towards it and we hauled ass as fast as we could 

Edwards if'vds'We-'ehprpaehadi^SQuridistagethere.wa^^^^ 
security guard laying on the floor he was gone I looked down at him and my heart broke there was 
nothing I could do for him he was already gone and as awful as 1 feel for doing this at the time we had 
no choice we jumped over his body and ran for cover, just as we were getting under It l remember the 
sprayingbegen again I managed to crawl under the stage that was only about a few feet high but my ’ 
boyfriend did not he refused to climb under and just laid in front of It only half shielded by the stage I 
was begging him to coma under with me but he refused he said he Was ok he was safe where he was. 

pushed deeper under the stage l could hear the bullets hitting the metal eboye me and people running 
above me 1 thought to myself It's going to collapse and I'm going to die. I had taken that moment to text 
my sister in tawfilMi who had been staying with my kids at our home exactly 10:17 p.m. I 
wrote pOmg there's tons of gunshots and people dead everywhere '“and a second text immediately after 
still at 10:17p.m. saying Pray for us 1 love you air 1 then yelled for*00and he didn't respond I started 
begging the people who were In front of me to look for him describing him as a man who was wearing a 
bright blue and orange shirt no one could see him I my heart sank and i started to panic, finally, l heard 
his voice say to meWI'm hpre I'm right here! t had never been so relieved In ell of my life 1 he had 
moved further forward around the stage end was to the left of me now he said he couldn't see me only 



my eyes but i could see him and he was begging me to come out from under the stage he thought the 
shooter was In the concert, that he was going to find us all under there andkill us but every ounce of 
my being knew the shooting was coming from above and that we would be safe under there but not 
safe from It collapsing so I started asking the people In front of me to please switch places with me so I 
could reach him no one would move i remember a couple a mart and a woman the blonde woman 
crying my baby I asked her if she was pregnant she didn't answer me she just sobbed and a heavy set 
man with tattoos behind me and a few young Work women in betWeenMA and I when the shooting 
stopped 'agatnttNRbegan pulling out the young women telling them to run he was now able to grab 
me and pull me out when I got to my feet i immediately looked for the next safest place to run it was 
the red Budweiser tent there was a big pole there big enough for both of 0$ so we ran straight for ft .we 
stopped as I was completely out of breath and my mouth so dry t couldn'ttaJk there was a beverage cart 
In front of us with a huge water bottle already opengMf grabbed it for me and l chugged It, at that 
moment an older man told us we needed to run and stay down, so I tossed the bottle and hand In hand 
we stayed crouched down and ran alongside the left side of the vendors stating dose enough to Where 
we could hide and take cover if need be we made it close enoughto the exit and took our chance and 
ran for It as we were exiting the concert location there were tops everywhere and swat and ambulances 
, emi '$ and people who were injured everywhere l remember seeing people pushing someone on a 
beverage cart down the street towards las Vegas 81yd. in front of what looked like a church I told^jjpl 
we should run to the church but it looked ctosed and he said no lets run to the closest casino. 

being fifed; We walked a few feet to las Vegas Blvd. and crossed the empty street to the Troplcana We 
had Just arrived when panic started there was a bomb people were yelling and running so we ran Into 
the Troplcana i hotel. I don't know entrance we were at or where we were but we ran. we stopped at a 
bathroom as I had topee I went In flrstMV waited and then he went in and 1 waited for what felt like 

me his water and went and grabbed a wet paper towel he said he wasn't trying to be fresh and asked If 
he could wipe the blood off my legs, I hadn't even noticed It was there, I wasn't injured it was someone 
else's blood, afterJse Wiped down my legs t asked him to do me a favpr to please check on fNVin the 
bathroom he said no problem I could hear him Ifi the bathroom yelling ffliwiJKflMa replied "yeah?' he 
said it agalnJNHI^MI replied yeah? There was silence then he came out and said to me "1 don't 
know wbvfMMdecldad right now was the best time to take a shit but he isi" without thinking i said 
well "well yeah It scared the shit out of hlmt everyone around me laughed and during the horror i did 
too.M|§came out scared something had happened to me and we left we made our way to a lobby it 
was empty except a couple who was hiding behind a service counter we sat there fora moment my 
sister In law called at 10:231 missed the call so \ called her back it was 10:25 p.m. i spoke to her fori min 
and 4 sec l let her know we made It out alive and we got disconnected I called her back ati0:30 pm. 
and we spoke for approx. 2 min when my mom called atlQ:32p,m. I spoke to her for 2 min and when i 
hung up it disconnected both my phone calls so l called flyback at 10:34 we spoke for i$set. f told 
her I didn't feel safe where we were and t would call again. A women approached us with her 3-5 yr. old 
daughter In her arms she asked If we worked there 1 replied no and I asked her if they were ok she said 
yes^and looked confused as If she didn't know what was happening We got up and started making our 
way towards the sky bridge to MGM i remember feeling so unsafe out there and rushed to get imp the 
MGM as soon as wte reached the MGM there was an escalator fiill of people and then panic started 
again people were screaming there was a shooteriMWyeiied to everyone not to panic and just quickly ; 



go straight everyone listened and no one was hurt running off the escalator weran into themgm and 
there were people everywhere gambling not having 3 clue what was happening but there was still 
chaos I don't know where we ran to but as soon as thlngs calmed down panic arose again with people 
screaming there was a shooter in the building again l saw a door leading to an employee hallway so we 
ran through it and found ourselves at the mgm security's back office>. we ran inside and there were 
already people from the concert In there taking cover as well as a few security guards.4tfl^pd I made 
our way to the furthest back room and held each other tight. We stood there fora while before we sat 
down and began to calm down^flMfused to move from the door way Incase something happened 
he could react and protect me, we both had been receiving phone calls and texts from our friends I 
spoke to my best friend VMMMHBtfho had been working at the hard rock she Informed me she 
was able to get home and was glad I was alive, I spoke to Michelle fox I know he spoke to my brother 

who had downloaded and listened to the police scanner re^Smgtoufwhat they had heard of 
multiple shooters in different hotels, we thought there were shooters everywhere I began looking for 
things we may need to survive I didn't know what was going to happen or how long we would be there. 
The left side of my head started hurting I found someExcedrin and a soda 1 was shaking feeling tike my 
sugar was low so I took the medicine and drank the hot soda and tried to calm my nerves ! found a few 

route. 

pr so Until a man In a suit told Ms he was moving us all to another location right do wnthehallway he 
brought us all to the heilway ^e extremely unsafe but they tried to assure ps w? Wre In an 
employee area there were 3 doors one leading to the ka show one leading to an employee hallway and 
the third leading outside, we were told we were free to leave atony time but that Ivpd wanted us to 
stay put so we did. no one left, they brought us chairs and water and tee-shirts for us women who were 
cold we all Sbt and tried to comfort one another we planned an escape route If the shooter found us 
and we fust waited, it was around 1:30 a m; when they told us we needed to start making our way 
towards the main CatfnOthatthey had caught the shdpter^ 
locals, we asked how we could get home and they only told us at the time we could walk to kbvak that 
was not an option. So we made our way to the lobby and spoke to a young man who claimed he was In 
charge of all the VIP tents at the concert we exchanged gratitude that each other was safe and he told 
us there were taxi cabs outside Waiting to take people where they needed to be 1 reluctantly went 
outside wfth£itf and got into the taxi cab fine we were there for about 3 min when a man sorted 
making his way through the line asking If anyone had wanted to share a taxi to the hard rock knowing 
that was probably our best bet at getting home Iren up to him and said we doll we got into the cab 
with 2 wpnderfui ladies who's accent led me to believe they were from tpndpn we told them our 
experience and the horror we had just gone through the nice lady took 20.00 out of her purse and gave 
It to the taxi driver and told him to take us as tar and as fast as he could home he agreed and took us 
home except when we got home he made us pay for the entire trip from the mgm to the hard rock to 
our home. He pocketed the cash the women gave him and took advantage of us. instead of arguing with 
the guy which boyfriend had begun to do I said ya know what I don't care 1 am home and swiped my 
card and rah inside to my family, My sister In law Had the door already open and her arms open wide we 
cried and hugged each other as tight as we could then my brother then I ran upstairs kissed ad hugged 
my 9 year old daughter over and over again l tried to wake her but she was talking in her sleep and 



M-H • j7/of?' r/o; 
smiling t had never been so happy to see mv little girt then \ ran to room thinking my son was there but 
he wasn't he was fast asleep In his own bed I crawledln next to him and broke down in tears holding 
him kissing him smelling him my one year old son wouldn't know he almost lost his parents that night, 
My boyfrlend and I cut oft our bracelets threw them away and took a shower as wetrjed andhetd each 
other thanking god we were home. 
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STATEMENT OF: 

MC: It was right in the middle, 

RR: Okay. ! 

MC: Urn, where, like, they - I want to say where, like, they shine ail the lights on the 

concert at 

RR; Mm-hm. 

MC; Urn, and 1 was just dancing and having a good time, and then I heard a bunch of, 

like, firecracker sounds, I guess. And 1 just thought it was part of the concert, and sp 

; . , I kind of just kept doing what I wps doing and then once it. started again, and T$aw; 

people running and I -! don’t - i just turned around and started running. And then I 

ended up tripping over, like a speed bump thing; and ! fell, and that's when I got shot 

when I was already laying down, but j stayed down because I thought people were 

on the floor, like, shooting people. Thank you. And then some guy came and picked 

me up out of nowhere arici just got me over his shoulder and ran. And then he - I 

don't even know where he went but he put me under a car so he could go get help 

and then to keep me safe because we didn’t know where it was corning from. And 

then I got brought into a » a - an apartment complex from there where people were 

hiding, they helped rtie. And then that's when the ambulance came arid; took me 

RR: You came here? Didn't go anywhere else? 

MC: 1 don't think - yeah, I think I came straight here in the, um, from the guy’s apartment, 

there's a - 200 people in there, like, hiding. There's, like, packed insane. The lights 
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were off and everything, and then I was in the bathtub With, urn, like and ex-marine, 

that’s who carried me* So he was like, tying my belt around my waist and stuff and, 

yeah, and then he brought me, I mean, the paramedic brought me straight here* 

RR: When you're hearing the popping, like, the firecracker sound, kind of where is that 

coming from, do you remember? 

MG; I honestly thought it was from the concert. 

RR: Yeah* 

MO: Uke, it’s, a concert, there’s fireworks and then when there wasn’t.a firework, J don’t 

”..even think I thought twice*." ■"■T" """"''"'T1 :   

RR: Yeah. , ■■ 

MO: ...because, I don’t know, you.Ye having fun*.* 

MC; and doing whatever and that’s the last thing you’re thinking abdut, and then he kept 

singing and, like; people were running from the stage to the back, like, where I was, 

so I - that’s when I got scared* I thought that, like, people were coming from up 

there shooting because it sounded like multiple people, like, it was not - it did not, 

like, it just kept going and going and going, like, it didn’t stop even when I was 

already at the hotel room, like, we still heard things. 

RR: How long do you think that was? 
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MC: I honestly* like, like, 15 minutes, like, it was going on and then you’d hear things from, 

urn, like, different Sides* I guess, like, from different areas to where - that's why he 

told me don’t get up from underneath this car, like, there’s people on the floor for, 

like, looking for people because they would stop.,. 

RR: Mm-hm. 

MG; .and: then we’d go, so it was almost I felt, like, like, they were looking or something 

and then find a group of people and, 1 don’t know. I didn’t know anything and 1 still 

have limited, like, what I Want to know, so I’ve kind of, like, not asked questions or 

know things right now, you know, so. 

RR; So just to confirm, urn, if the concert is -- let’s say the front here and hack, right, like, 

the farthest away from it... 

MC; Not even, like, so, like, say this is the stage and there’s all these alcohol or, like, bars 

on this side. 

RR; Mm-hm. 

MC: tike, right here in the middle is just this stand that we kept meeting at, like, where, 

like, they - I want to say they were record the concert from there so itcangd on; the 

big screen, oops. 

RR: Sorry. 

MC; And then you can still go behind that, but it was on AstroTurf. 



MC: tike, enough to, like, think that i was gonna get shot again, 

MC: You Know? And then within seconds, like, he, like, picked me up and then I just did 

whatever I was told to do, tike, I just - I didn't think that there was any other option 
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RR: When you got shot, did you know right away? Like, you didn't thing you got humped 

into or, like, you kind of had that 

((Crosstalk)) 

MC: No, I knew something happened, it didn’t, like, it was ^ I don't know/ I told him that 

the other day. ) was, like, when you think of getting shot you think of going down 

immediately and, like, just, like, dying. 

RR; Mm-hm. 

jyiC:: vAnd it wa^ |sovdike*your justtook-^^ 

like, i went like that and was, like, holy shit, like, I’m bleeding, you know. Um, and 

then I kind of just followed the crowd, I mean, no, I didn't, like, he was. Everybody 

was just, kind of, running, so. 

RR: Were you bleeding a lot? 

MC: Yeah. 

RR: Yeah. 

MC: Yeah. 

RR: Uke, uh, was that bett,like, an impromptu tourniquet or a bandage? Is that sort of... 

((Crosstalk)) 

MC; It ended up being that, like, when I got with the guy and he was, like, taking my belt 

off me and ended up being a tourniquet, but, like, originally it Was just rtiy belt for my 



RR: On your wound? 

RR: Um, anything else that you think is important to contribute to that maybe I didn't ask? 

Anything - any details that stick out in your head? 

RR: Right. 

MC: amazing. l would do... 

RR: That there was this girl that you picked up; 

MC: Yeah, like, l swear his girlfriend’s name 

RR: Okay. 

MC; Arid these two ju$tT they, like, saved my life. To think, I don't know what would’ve 

happened if I didn’t get up and move. 



RR; Right 
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MC: You know? 

RR; Right 

MC: Like, it could have even been stbmpled over, you know, 

RR: Sure. 

MC: So yeah, if you find him, call me. 

RR; Anything else at all? 

MC; Nope, I’m good* 

RR; Okay. ,.<^^np(tori'-thfe'; ;:<?f■-thif■'. /. >jne>;-■ ;;■. 

now is 1750 hours. 

THIS voluntary statement was completed at sunrise hospital & 
MEDICAL CENTER, 3186 S, MARYLAND PARKWAY, LAS VEGAS, NV 89109; 

RR: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 

Reviewed 10/31/2017 
Detective B. Kenton P# 8884 
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MJ: And could you give us your address and a contact phone number, please? 

M J: Okay. 

KC; Contact number 

MJ; Your add- or phone nurftber, I'm sorry? Your phone number? 

KC: That is my phone number. 

.KC:" Yeah, , . 

MJ: All right, so, uht you were with her... 

MJ: ,H;the night of the incident? So if you wouidn^ mind, uh, speaking for her and eKpiain 

where you were when it all started, what you saw, any other - anything else you can 

try to help us out. 

KC: 'Okay: Urn, roughly - roughly 9:30 at nightishfwe were over 150 yards from the 

actual, the stage itself, Mpre towards the left end of it I’m not sure pf the direction 

on that Urn, saw him playing; He played three or four songs. Three songs during 

the fourth song and, urn, we heard what sounded like fireworks. 

MJ: You mean Aldean, right? Jason Aidean. 



KC: 

MJ: 

KC: 

1 r1'1". 

MJ: 

KC: 

MJ: 

KC: 
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EVENT#: 1710014519 

(Unintelligible), okay. 

Yes, uh, Jason Aldean was playing; So,'he was the - the last - last set. Um, heard 

what sounded like firecrackers and then a large kind of circle opened up- Saw the 

circle, heard the fireworks, thought why would somebody bring some fireworks here? 

Second set - second set of the fireworks that I heard she ended tip, UhJ 

mded up looking at me and saying, "Babe, it’s hard for me to breathe.” Uh, 

brought her to the ground- We had some, uh, San Diego fire * fireman with me as 

bullet hole. Plugged up the bullet hole and she told me.„ 

You’re indicating on her left - left side. 

Yea.: \ ■ '■■■ ■■■"■, " ;l 

Okay. 

Indicating underneath her * her left anu Um, looked at my hand, noticed there was 

blood. Kept the - kept my hand there- We were all staying down low, uh, checking to 

see where the fire was coming from. COuid not see where the fire Was coming from 

so we ended up moving to one of the merchandise, uh, booths. Got behind the 

counter, same thing, kind of looked down still heard active shooting. Ended up 

finding a, uh, one of the other people yve were with ended up finding a beer cart. 

Cleared the beer cart and then we got her up on top of it and we exited through the, 

uh, through the gates near where the port*a»potties were located. 
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MJ: Okay. 

KC: From there we saw where AMR was doing active triage. We saw a Clark County 

sheriff telling us to get out of here. We said, “Okay, thank you,” Ended up finding a - 

finding a Chevy Silverado, 3500, maybe a 2500 with a long bed and asked if they 

had room for one more. He said, “Yeah,” 1 got her into the truck, got in the - in the 

cab of the truck with her, Closed the door, found v found my navigation and got her 

MJ; pid you drive or... 

MJ: ...someone else drove? 

KC: Excuse me, someone else Was driving. 

KC: I didn’t... 

((Crosstalk)) 

MJ; And there was other people in the truck too, right? 

KC: There was, yes. 
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Himself, there wes a patient iri the center of his truck in the front. His girlfriend was 

making sure that everyone else was ail right. There was myself^ nd 

two or three others in the back. 

MJ: Were you injured? 

KC; No, I wasn't 

MJ: Okay, any other friends in here that you know of, 

{(Crosstalk)) 

MJ: Okay - okay. 

JS: Are you a firefighter up there? 

KC: ! am. 

JS: Oh, okay. 

KC: Yeah, I work for the Kern County Fire Department, 

J$: Kern County, Is that like Lancaster and Paimdale but there? 

KC: Bakersfield, yeah. 
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KC; Yes, sir. 

4S: Cool. Battalion chief and stuff, like people dohT know that term. 

KC; Yeah,. 

{{Crosstalk)) 

MJ: I think that/uh, concludes our interview, right? 

JS: Yeah, (unintelligible), 

IVIJ; All right, uh, Operator, end time is, uh, 17- tapO hours pn the dot. 

MEDICAL CENTER, 2075 E. FLAMINGO ROAD, LAS VEGAS, NV89119. 

MJ; RS; TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 

Reviewed 10/31/2017 
Detective B. Kenton P#8884 
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GC; And you are employed by? 

AD: Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department, 

STATEMENT OF: 

GC: Okay, Also present in the room is.,. 

ND; Nancy Dahring. Uh, I’m his wife, 

GC: And also, ma'am, you were the incident as well? 

ND: Yes, I was. 

October 3, 2017, the time is, uh, 1727 hours. Um, the interview is being conducted 

as part of a continuing investigation involving, uh, the event at the Mandalay Bay 

Hotel and Resort under Event# 171001-3519. Um... 

DVY o^h you just tall us a little bit abbut where you what happened, what 

occurred, anything that you seen. 

AD: My wife and I were standing maybe 30 feet in front of the spotlights that Were on the 

right side of the stage - so closest to the Mandalay Bay, And first we heard what we * 

sounded like firecrackers - sounded close proximity. Then there was only a few - I 

couldn’t tell ya, maybe four or five* And then there was a pause and the crowd kinda 

paused too. But then it picked back up and everybody I’m sure was thinking it was 

just firecrackers. And |jen there another series of what sounded like a small caliber 

handgun again. And sounded like small caliber handgun and it was just a few again 

and - maybe four or five. But this time I felt something hit my back and f thought it 
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was some of the people who ware running and, uh, later I found out it was a, uh, 

what l would call a skip round or a ricochet 'Cause I have a bruise and it didn't 

penetrate but it caused, uh, a breaking of my skin. And following that \ knew 

somethin1 was Up and Tm yelling at everybody to get down, get down. And people 

started getting down. And that’s when you hear the rapid fire, high power - my guess 

was a .223 type firearm - whether it was an AK or an AR or whatever 1 don't know. 

But it was - the sound it made was a pretty good ~ (simulating the sound of gunfire) - 

and multiple. And then there was a pause, rm tailin’ everybody run, just run. 

ran and some people were trippin’ and failin’, pick 'em up and help 'em and just run, 

And we tried to take some cover - it was more concealment because we tried to get 

behind a, uh, one of the bars and there was a bunch of people hunkered down there, 

out of sight And we go down *1 pushed her down and got on top of her and right 

after that you could hear the rounds skippih’, whtezin’, and then I took one to the 

shoulder. And, uh, I said, Td been hit. Td been hit" I said,‘Tve been hit IV© been 

hit." And some people pulled me up closer to the bar and I asked the gentleman that 

had pulled me up on top of him - it was a little guy * to put pressure on my shoulder - 

push as hard as you can - cause I didn’t know the exteiit of the damage and I knew l 

needed to stop the bleeding. And after that i, uh, somebody comes running up says 

we gotta go and we all knew that; So we waited for the next volley to stop and we alt 

got up and just ran. My wife and I ran, took cover, out behind - furthest away from -1 

don’t know the street - but furthest away ^om the Mandalay Bay. puring the - the 
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shooting you could tell it was conning from the northwest side: You could hear the 

direction, I couldn’t see any flashes. I was looking for muzzle flash arid I just didn’t - 

I don’t know if it was my timing or if I wasn’t lookin’ in the Tight spots. But I could tell it 

was coming from northwest side. I think thatfe northwest Anyway we made it out to 

a patrol unit and some off-duty paramedic cut my shirt offt grabbed my shirt my 

Wife’s shirt, threw it on, did applied pressure and somebody came by with a»a belt to 

help cinch it down and Keep the pressure on and we got tip - we knew we had to get 

out Of there ’cause we’re still in the line of file, I saw cars gdin’ - just people jumpin' 

■ ..,incara-* "Gars were1 bpttpnnihd;1 out,^'wh^f^i ;;wer^?>gett^n9^ ■ scraped:idars 

were so full/ Saw some people that were in dire need of medical attention just being 

thrown in * they appeared lifeless, but man I hope they made it And they tried to put 

me in one of them there’s not enough room. So we kept pushin’ and went to, uh, 

went around the backside of the Tropicana and their security staff had said the • 

building was locked down and appar- a ambulance came rollin’ up and, umt some 

people flagged it down, got in front of it to get it to stop and said, hey, he’s been shot. 

And the said well they needed to get to the scene where other people had been shot 

and drove away. So I ended up 7 my wife and I ended up just bearin’ down and 

puttin’ as much pressure as I could and ran over to the MQM, Not one taxi would 

render any help. And a gontieman decided he wanted to start videotaping me with 

an iPhone. Arid we made it into the MGM where their staff had set up a triage with 

their pMT people. And, uh, they EMYd us and then at some point people started to 

panic - because they think they saw people with blood and injuries been shot - 
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started yellin' that there’s a shooter in the MGM and everybody rah. And, uht it - it 

quelled and about an hour and a half I was there I finally got a gurney back to the 

hospital Where they checked me in, 

DW; How’d you get to the hospital? 

AD: Ah ambulance. 

DW: Did they bring you to this hospital or were you transferred? 

AD: They did - they transported me here because they determined that my injuries 

weren’t as significant as some of the others that were going to the closer hospitals, : 

DW: Okay. And you said you - you haven’t done surgery but you’re possibly gonna do 

. ..a, 

AD: Yeah, tfs been recommended that I have surgery to remove the shrapnel and clean 

the wound because the doctor’s afraid that well he’s not afraid r- he said; 1 would 

have, um> infection and they wanna dean it and they wanna get the shrapnel out. 

And if at that time they can remove the ?- the bullet that’s lodged between my rib cage 

and my lung they’ll remove it. Otherwise if they can’t get to if they're just gonna make 

sure to clean it thoroughly and leave it there, 

DW; And your - you’ll be gettin1 out - so &re you drivin’ back tonight or how are you gettin’ 

AD: The Shen'ffs Department is arranging air. 
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I don’t Know if they’re gonna medivac rne with our - medi-medivac unit or if I’m gonna 

take the Sheriffs airplane. 

DW: Okay, 

AD: But one of those tyro, I’m headed to Pasadena Huntington Memorial Hospital. 

DW: In speaking with your Wife oyer this I - did she see anything different? Did she just 

stay by your side and... 

AD: We got separated a coupie times but we were - We were side-by-side. The only 

reason we got separated was 'capse when we ran. I don’t know if I passed her or she 

passed me! sNe came Sack to iook for m^^ it Was only for a few seconds: She 

saw and heard the same thing I heard. She’s a Lieutenant on the Department as 

DW: Oh. All right. Well thank you for your time. If, uh, if you have any questions or 

anything like thatwe'll leave, uh, our number for ya. Um... 

AD: All right. 

DW: ...but we appreciate your time and best of luck and good luck; 

AD: Thank you guys, 

DW: Thank you. 

GC: Operator, uh, this is gonna conclude the interview. The, uh, time is 173$ hours, 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED SPRING VALLEY HOSPITAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, 5400 S. RAINBOW BOULEVARD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89118. 
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GC: DW: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 

Reviewed 11/6/2017 
Detective B. Kenton P# 8884 
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EVENTS: 171001-3619 

SPECIFIC CRIME: ACTIVE SI 

DATE OCCURRED: 10-QM7. 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE; 

TIME OCCURRED; 

City 0f las Vegas 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT; 

CLARK COUNTY 

RACE 

HEIGHT 

SOCIAL SECURITY#; 

SEX: Female 

WEIGHT: 

WORK ADDRESS: 
PHONE 2; 

NO: My, name My■ birthday 1was; at Route .91 '■ Harvest ■ 1 

'' Festival... 

UM; What’s your address, dear? 

m. 

UM: And your phone number? 

' ' ' ' 

UM: Qkay. You just wanna go into detail. Tell me where you were standing at the 

concert, when the first time you thought you heard something, if you lopked around, if 

you saw anything.,. 
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NO: I was,.. 

UM: ...and I need you to go into detail on how you - you escaped; 

NO: J was standing on the - if you're looking at the stage* the right part closest to 

Mandalay Bay... 

UM; Okay. 

NP: ...uh, not next to the bar but pretty close up like maybe four or five standing people- 

rows and then, uh, Jason was playing and four or five rounds rang out and everybody 

said it was firecrackers so nobody ducked- And then there was like 20 or 30: more 

happened maybe 10 seconds later and everybody just said, hit the ground. So I hit 

the ground and 1 p-1 was with my best friend... 

UM: Mm-hm. 

ND: ...and I held ^er. hand and. wehands we don’t 

even know. And I told her, "Cali your mom, call your dad." "This might be the last 

time we do this*” So then everybody started pushing each other, trying to get 

towards the other street, not like opposite of Mandalay Bay. idonl know what that's 

■called., . 

UM; All right. 

ND: Because there is no indication of exits. Nobody... 

UM: All right 

ND: ...ever told us any exits, 
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UM: AH right. 

ND: Nobody Knew where any breaks in the fence were, There was so many barricades in 

the middle that you have people - someone threw me over the barricade of the 

middle where the sound people were.., 

UM: Mm-hm. 

ND; ,,.’cause that was the only way. And then I hid under the sound stage and then 

people said, W$ coming towards us7 be’s coming towards us," And then I r I got up 

from the sound stage. My best friend and I got separated! And I saw a bunch of 

^ Gtiys 

you know the bar where the House of Blues, you know that space? 

UM: Mm-hm. 

ND: It’s an open concrete. I don’t know how many yards that is, but there; was a brief 

moment of silence and 1 thought, I'm just gonna run, I’m not gonna lay here and just 

get shot. So i stood up to run, there was maybe 10 feet from the entrance of the 

House of Blues, and he shot my arm and it turned into a zombie arm, it just - it just 

UM; So when you - did you feel th^ - the shot or did you just feel your arm go numb? 

ND; Weil, I heard one shot and it hit the girl in front of me,,. 
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NO: ,;,and she fell down* And then ( started -I realized I was running in a straight line so 

then I started going side to side- And then all of a sudden one of them grazed my leg 

and then1 mean, it felt like two hit my arm. And then I -1 fell into the House of Blues 

because there was some guy waiting there. And I said, “I just got shot, I just got 

shot. Please help me, please help me/'There's nobody there. 

UM: Mmm. 

ND: So then 1 gpt into the House of Blues and there’s a bartender there and he said that 

we’re Still in the line of fire and you need to com© inside. And so he pulled - be pulled 

a, 

fence, like off on to where the parking lot was... 

UM: Mm*hm; 

ND: ...and I saw a police car and this man named Dave from LA Fire Department, picked 

me up, and was laying on the ground, and he took his shirt off and people took their 

baits off to stop the bleeding. And then they were - they just kept saying, “She has to 

g6 first, she has to go first” So then they put me in the bl- in the back of an Uber car 

and they put * they just put me in the back of the car and my dress was realty bloody 

and then they - she was trying to call 0-1-1 but 9-1 -1 was completely blocked with ail 

the calls so they just told her to drive with her flashers on. So she drove all the way 

here and when 1 got out pf the car and then i got really dizzy and then I just fell down 

here. But can I say something that... 

UM: Sure. 
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ND: ...happened right before? 

UM: Sure. 

ND: We were standing next to this tail guy and this woman and they were acting really, 

really weird and they- there's and also - ever since the first day of the festival, there 

was a blinking light in one of the Mandalay Bay rooms. 

UM: Okay. 

ND: I don’t know if you’ve heard that before... 

ND: ...but it was blinking the whole time. It was so annoying. I don't know all the details. 

,■ ((Crosstalk)) 

ND: It Was so annoying. It was weird and nobody knew what the deal was. It looked like 

cameras blink, blink, blinks blink.., 

UM: Mm-hm; 

ND: ...blink, blink, biink, 

UM: All right. 

ND: And then I -Hooked up at the buildings once we got into the car because I could still 

see from that street, the buildings, what It looked tike on the * you know, where it’s 

like the L Where - where It says Mandalay Bay oh the long part- 



ND: There’s like in the middle of the building it's like there was two openings* you know, in 

the building. : 

UM; Okay, You say people were standing in front of you. There - there was something 

about them that drew your attention? 

ND: It was-it was so weird. 

UM: They didn't say anything to you or they didn’t make any moments or they just.. 

ND: Not even 10 minutes before the whole thing started- 

UM: Okay, Now did - at any point, did you-you said you heard two volleys of shots? 

ND: Mm-hm, 

UM: And did you hear anything after that? 

?: When did you call me? 
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NO: I called you when the second where - after the first round went off and everybody 

was like, "It’s firecrackers... 

UM: All right. 

ND: ,,-don't worry,” And after it was not firecrackers. 

UM: And you heard another round? 

ND: I beard fire,,* 

((Crosstalk)) 

NO: Yeah, it was a long round though. 

UM: And so you're down there a few Seconds, you get up and you start running over... 

ND; No, it - it w- it was the second round so (Simulating the sound of gunfire). And l 

called my dad, my dad was oh the phone, and he said, "Those aren't firecrackers.’' 

UM; You could hear them over the phone, dad? 

?: Yeah, 

UM: Okay, 

ND; And then, urn, I tried to stand up but these girls just pushed me down and said, Blt’s 

better to lay down, like don't run, don't run.” 

UM: As you're down there, are s- shots still going off? 

ND: Yeah, shots were going like 50 rounds; it was a lot. 
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((Crosstalk)) 

UM: They were - and they were just continuous, continuous, continuous? 

NO: It was just continuous like so many 1 can’t - you can't even count them. 

UWI: AH right 

NO: So then we started going towards the blockade but I didn't realize we had to go over 

that barrier... 

UM: Mm-hm. 

^ ^ JT^I^ ta IL an pajhing; id jab; to IM?1: 

pulled us over and just stood me on the ground, 

((Crosstalk)) 

UM: A- and again, as you’re doing all this.,. 

: ' There’s so many.,’ ’"'■" ''■ 

UM: ...there's still shots going on? 

NO: It's maybe like 5- probably like seconds of shots... 

UM: Okay, 

ND: ...between seconds of silence, 20 or 30 s- rounds of shots, a few seconds of 

silence... 
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...and then whan l got over the barrier there was another set of like a really long set 

of shots that were fired and I put myself in a sound box. You know... 

UM: Mnvhm. 

NO: ...where you put the sound equipment in 

UM: Mm-hm, 

ND; And then I saw them -1 saw bullets just flying off Of the stage, though; .Pm not doing 

this, ho, all right 

^ ,1,:li'a.^vi1!, ■ v""1''Cl--■ ^'Aj'■ :i;'i'-J';i^"t ''Vri/I?ih‘>’-Ir',""Jr-3!''-rr'r';V7|A||7,^''iItl\J-VAS''-' 

ND: I couldn’t see anything at that point and then they said, "They’re coming towards us, 

they're coming towards us,” ’Cause everybody said they’re at the VIP bathrooms. 

ND: it sounded like that but the echo on the - in the strip was so - you know what I mean? 

The echo is really confusing. 

UM: Ye^h, it is... 

ND: But I -1 don’t know, I was the only - me and the man were the only two running. 

UM: Ail right Bo when you got to the Uber car, was there still shots going? 

ND: Yeah, 

UM: Okay, And then that's when you Jeff and you got to the hospital. 
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Woll, I laid down on the - on the ground for probably like five minutes*.. 

UM: Mm-hm. 

ND: and then they didn't know what to do 'cause there wasn’t any EMS there, you 

know, so they weren't there yet. So we Were just - people were just coming over and 

they were shot and people were just sort of tie stuff on and nurses were there; like 

people who were there in the crowd- And the officers were - had their guns toward 

Mandalay Bay,,. 

UM: Mm-hm. 

: '''r'' tT whe'n r”'f w^s'1' :Iq"- : cop' p'^ 

just made a human barrier around me and then the - like I said Dave from LA Fire, 

he just put me in the car and told me, "You’re not gonna die." And then I just got 

he re and -1 got here and then that’s all I know, really,. 

UM; Okay. Thank you. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, 
1800 W. CHARLESTON BOULEVARD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89102. 
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